
Design a Fur Trading Post Project 

 
Your Task: 

 The Hudson’s Bay Company has hired you to seek out and plan a new 

trading post. You have reached the New World by ship and now need to 

decide on a specific location for your post. Your boss would like a map 

showing the location accompanied by a description justifying why your 

location of choice is the best place to build. He would like a written report 

describing the fort and exploring the many aspects regarding its creation. 

He expects you to include a table displaying what items you will trade and 

for how many beaver pelts. Lastly, he would like a drawing or 3D model of 

the fort.  

 

Parts: 

 

1) The Map 

2) The Visual Representation (3d or 2d model)  

3) Written Report 

4) Item Trading Table 

Details:                                                           

 

1) The Map 

Your trading post may be placed anywhere in pre-Confederation Canada. 

Your job is to research a potential location and choose the place that best 

suits your needs. Remember you will need to submit a map marking the 

best location for the new fort. While choosing a location consider the 

following: 

-What water is nearby? Fresh? Salt? Lake? Rivers? 



-What food is near by? Hunting? Farming? Fishing?  

-What materials are nearby to use for building? Trees? Mud? Hills?  

-What is the land like? Flat? Mountainous? Fertile for crops? Rocky? 

Sandy? 

-What is the climate? Warm? Cool? Cold? 

-How will you get the fur back to Britain? What type of transportation 

will be used? Is the transportation accessible? Will the transportation of 

the fur take multiple transportation methods to get it back to Britain?   

 

2) The Visual Representation 

You will need to draw or make a model of your fort in detail. It is up to you 

to decide if you would like to create a 2d or a 3d model. Both 3d and 2d 

models need to include labels.  

 

3) The Written Report 

You will need to hand in a hand written or typed report that details the 

plans of your fort. Use the following questions to guide your report: 

-What will it be called? Why? Why is it located where it is?  

-What jobs will be available in the fort? What chores will be needed in the 

fort? 

-What materials will be used to build the fort? How will the fort be built?  

-What will life be like in the fort? What will they eat? What will you do for 

fun while living at your fort?  

-What languages are spoken in the fort?  

-Will life be better in the fort than back in England? Or will it be worse? If 

so in what ways?  

-Will people like life in the fort? Why or why not?  

-How will the furs get back to England? How many furs can they expect?  

-How long will it take to get the furs back to England? 

 

4) The Item Trading Table 

During the fur trading years in pre-Confederation Canada, there was no 

money or Canadian currency like there is today. Instead, beaver, wolf and 

fox pelts were used in exchange for European items. It is up to you to decide 



what kind of pelts and how many you require in exchange for your 

European items.  Create a table displaying how things will be traded.  

                                     

Can you find the evidence in your work? Use this checklist to see if you have 

added everything that is required.  

 

My Fort Project Includes 

  

Make a Map 

Your map must include: 

___ the location and name of the Fort is clearly marked  

___ a title on the map  

___ a legend on the map  

___ major towns or cities on the map (if your tading post is located near any) 

___water (lakes or rivers) labelled on the map  

___ a compass is on the map  

___ map is colored and visually appealing  

 

Make a Visual Representation  

Your model must include: 

___includes a title 

___ includes living quarters/ building/ houses/ barracks/ trading/ storage (check 

out some pictures of fur trading posts to pick the best option) 

___ includes spaces for animals  

___ includes spaces for plants/ crops/ gardens 

___ includes access for transportation  

___ everything is labelled  



___ if you chose to do the 2D representation (a drawing), include both the 

drawing of the outside of the fur trading post and a diagram of the inside 

 

 Write Your Report 

Your report must include:  

___ explains th name of the fort  

___ explains why the fort is a good location  

___ explains how materials will be gathered to build any buildings  

___ explains what animals/ plants will be available in the fort  

___ explains the chores, jobs or responsibilities in the fort  

___ explains how trade with Aboriginals will happen/ which groups of Aboriginals      

live in the area 

___ explains protection from weather, enemies, animals  

___ explains how fort member will survive winter 

___ explains how furs will be transported back to England  

___ mentions the date or time frame in wh ich the fort will be built 

 

Create your Trading Table 

____ labelled which European items you are trading from you post (select 5 to 7 

European items to be traded at your post)  

____ labelled how many pelts you will accept from Aboriginal trappers in 

exchange for the item 

____ labelled which kind of pelts you will accept from Aboriginal trappers in 

exchange for the item 

____ Table is well organized  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 


